ANTI-TERRORISM PROGRAM MANAGER

Administers comprehensive programs and activities on anti-terrorism, force protection and security for the Department of Military Affairs (DMA) and the Guam National Guard (GNG).

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK: (Any one position may not include all the duties listed, nor do the examples cover all the duties which may be performed.)

Manages and develops the Guam National Guard Anti-Terrorism Force Protection and Security programs such as, anti-terrorism; physical personnel and operations security; intelligence oversight and emergency management.

Develops, reviews, and implements anti-terrorism; force protection; security policies; and standards and procedures in compliance with directives and regulations of the Department of Defense (DOD), the Department of Army (DOA), and the National Guard Bureau (NGB).

Reviews, analyzes and evaluates program operations and determines the need for improvement on Standard Operation Procedures (SOP); methods; and techniques to increase efficiency and effectiveness of program operations and provides recommendation for implementation.

Develops, reviews, and implements anti-terrorism; force protection; and security plans for the Guam Army National Guard (GURANG) units and installations to protect federal and local personnel, resources and assets.

Prepares and plans for mitigation against, preparation for, response to; and recovery from terrorist acts. Advises the Adjutant General and key military and civilian leaders on all anti-terrorism matters.

Develops and conducts training, certification training, and briefings for all civilian and military personnel on anti-terrorism and operation security such as Anti-Terrorism Levels I-II, Threat Briefs, and Operation Security Briefs.

Prepares the following annual assessments: Risk Assessment; Threat Assessment; Vulnerability Assessment; and Criticality Assessment utilized by Subordinate Units, Naval Base Guam, Andersen Air Force Base and Guam Homeland Security.

Collaborates and participates in emergency operations for disasters affecting military operations or to support civil authorities in anti-terrorism and force protection.

Participates with both federal and local agencies in developing integrated anti-terrorism plans; plans and conducts real work exercises, incidents or training exercises.
Conducts periodic inspections of the GUARNG installations and work areas to ensure that force protection and security measures are in compliance with regulations.

Provides recommendations on deficiencies found to improve or increase security measures.

Prepares quarterly reports on anti-terrorism and intelligence oversight for the NGB. Prepares other various reports for DMA and GNG.

Maintains all records and performs related duties as required.

**MINIMUM KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND SKILLS:**

Knowledge of business and management principles involved in strategic planning, resource allocation, human resources modeling, leadership technique, production methods, and coordination of people and resources.

Knowledge of relevant equipment, policies, procedures and strategies to promote effective local and national security operations for the protection of people, data, property, and institutions.

Knowledge of principles and methods for describing the features of land, sea, and air masses, including their physical characteristics, locations, interrelationships and distribution of plant, animal and human life.

Knowledge of different philosophical systems and religions, which includes their basic principles, values, ethics, ways of thinking, customs, practices, and their impact on human culture.

Knowledge of group behavior and dynamics, societal trends and influences, human migrations, ethnicity, cultures and their history and origins.

Knowledge of principles and methods for curriculum and training design, teaching and instruction for individuals and groups, and the measurement of training effects.

Ability to administer comprehensive anti-terrorism programs and activities.

Ability to interpret, apply and enforce pertinent policies, directives, regulations, laws and other program guidelines.

Ability to make decisions in accordance with appropriate program guidelines.

Ability to assess and evaluate program deficiencies to initiate and recommend improvements.

Ability to work effectively with local, federal, military, and national guard agencies.
Ability to communicate effectively, orally and in writing.

Ability to maintain records and prepare reports.

**MINIMUM EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING:**

Four years of professional experience in Anti-Terrorism, Force Protection and Security work, three years of supervisory work experience in law enforcement or intelligence and graduation from a recognized college or university with a Bachelor's degree in public administration, criminal justice, political science, or related field.

**NECESSARY SPECIAL QUALIFICATION (NSQ):**

Must successfully complete, be certified and maintain the Anti-Terrorism Officer Level II, Operation Security Officer Level II and Security Engineering courses within six months of hire as conditions for continued employment.

Must be able to obtain and maintain a Department of Defense Top Secret Security Clearance as conditions for continued employment.

Possession of a valid driver's license.
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